Select the resources to use in the exercise.

Import Profile: Community
To conduct an assessment, it is recommended that you select the profile with your community’s actual resources. To train with a different set of resources, create a profile with those resources and import it here.

Read in a profile created by the exercising community.

Import Profile: Geo-Typical
These baselines represent average resources that match the demographics of the geo-typical locations.
Screen Navigation

1. Agency Information
2. Functional Areas
3. Mutual Aid Pacts
4. Resources
5. Personnel
6. Facility
7. Distribute Local

[Screen 1] Agency Information
Please enter information about your agency.

Agency Information

* Agency Name:

Point of Contact (P.O.C) Information

* Name:
Assign Players to EOC Functional Areas.

Drag a player's name to a functional area, or drag a functional area to each functional area; one or more functional areas can be assigned.

Note: There are no scene functional areas for this scenario.